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IS MEMORY OF: It is exceedingly difficult, even now, to comprehend the tragedy that
MRS. TUKEY : has befallen the Tukey home, and it is futile to attempt to put into
----------- : words an adequate expression of sorrow and sympathy that all feel for
Harold and the three youngsters. Those who had the pleasure of knowing Mrs. Tukey
will always cherish happy memories of her charm and delightful personality. We are 
glad to be able to note that Loren is reported to be making satisfactory progress 
following a mastoid operation. By action of the Staff at the meeting yesterday af
ternoon, the following expression of sympathy was formulated and forwarded to Mr. 
Tukey , to Dr. and Mrs. Davenport, and to Mr. Tukey’s parents:

IN MEMORIAM
On behalf of all of those.associated with the official and. social, life 

of the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, we undertake to express
by these means our profound sorrow, and deep sense of personal loss in the:.
death of Mrs. Harold B. Tukey. .......

To Mr. Tukey, to Loren, Lois, and Ronald; to her devoted parents,- 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Davenport;hand to Mr. and Mrs. James B. Tukey: We'
extend our sincere sympathy.

Her" serene and happy outlook on life, her cordial hospitality, her 
whole-hearted and effective cooperation in all that she was asked to do in 
the official and social life of the Station and community, her .Charming • 
personality, and above all, the inspiration of her devotion to. her home and 
children, had long since enshrined Mrs. Tukey in our esteem and affection 
and will be treasured among the abiding -memories of our associations here 
in Geneva.

May His comfort and peace be in your hearts and lives.

For the Staff

U. P. Hedrick 
R. S. Breed 
Richard Wellington 
J. D. Luckett

HADE FOSSILS: Dr. R. R. Ruedeman, State Paleontologist and Curator of the State 
SEEM REAL : Museum at Albany, yesterday afternoon gave, the Staff a very inter-
-----------: esting and informing address on the re-creations of marine life and
of animal and plant life on the earth in the early geologic periods as depicted by 
exhibits in the State Museum. His remarks were illustrated .by many colored slides.

IHAT’S IN : In answer to this hypothetical question, those who-were present at
A NAME? : the Staff meeting-yesterday found that there is at least considerable
-----------• grounds for discussion, even if no very serious purpose is served.
An innocent proposal to name the Chemistry Building ’’Collier Hall” called forth many 
other suggestions, facetious and otherwise, not only with reference to the Chemistry 
Building, but also with regard to the Biology 3uilding. The. matter was left open 
for further discussion and possible action at the next meeting of the Staff. A 
proposal to place directories in each of the Station buildings, was. also taken under 
consideration. ••

CARTERS SCHOOL: The School for canning crops ..growers and canners field men,-mentioned
------------- : in last week’s NEWS, will be held March 4 to?. The annual spring
meeting of the State Canners Association, made up largely of executives of the sever
al member organizations, will be held here during the course of the school.

REPRINTS ON : We are indebted to Dr. Carpenter for a reprint of the first of a
CASEIN : series of articles on his casein work entitled, ’’The Molecular
----------- : Weight of Casein” , published in the January number of the Journal

of the American Chemical .Society. This paper reports on some of the work done by 
Dr. Carpenter at the University of Upsala, and has as joint authors, Dr. Svedberg 
and Mrs. Carpenter.



THAT : The date: Friday, February 28. The place: Jordan Hall. The occasion:
PARTY :
------: An International Party, preparations for which are gaining momentum each day.

Entries read like advance information on the Olympic games, and already word has "been 

received from the following countries that they will be ably represented that night: 

Denmark, the Ukraine, Norway, Hungary, Germany, England, and, of course, the United

States. This will be a party that no one will want to miss, and it is time now to 

engage the girl to stay with the baby.

DANIEL IN : Mr. Daniel is attending a conference in Washington, D. C., of those
WASHINGTON : interested in important insect pests which have invaded the United 
--------- -— : States in recent years. Among these, of course, is Derrill's special
ity— the oriental fruit moth., . '

With regret we record that last week Karl Brase received word from 
his home in Germany of the sudden' death of his father.

The NEWS appears a day early this week in anticipation of a holiday 
tomorrow, Lincoln's birthday. It seems,..fitting, therefore, to ex
tract a note from the Official Record of the U. S. Department of 

Agriculture bearing on Lincoln's attitude toward agriculture. On the entablature of 
the main facade of the new administration building of the Department in Washington 
have been chiseled three inscriptions one of which, a statement by Lincoln, follows:

No other human occupation opens so wide a field for the profitable and agreeable 
combination of labor with cultivated thought as agriculture. .

MR. BRASE 
RECEIVES 
BAD NEWS

LINCOLN ON 
AGRICULTURE

The selection of this passage was based not only on its social and cultural signifi
cance, but also in recognition of the fact that,Lincoln signed the Federal legisla
tion creating the land-grant Colleges and universities which made possible the 
several state agricultural colleges. The two other inscriptions follow:

The husbandman that laboreth must be the first partaker of the fruits.— Saint Paul.

With reference either to individual or national welfare agriculture is of primary 
importance.— George Vashington.

ASSISTING : Mr. Floyd Lovelace, a graduate student in the Department of Agricul-
CHEMIST : tural Chemistry at the College of Ithaca, has been given a temporary

-----------appointment in the Inspection Laboratory hero. Mr. Lovelace will be
in the Laboratory until July 1.

ABSENT-MINDED: The "literature" is replete with allusions to the eccentricities of 
"PROFESSORS" : the professor who becomes so completely absorbed in his field of
------------- : thought as to lose all consciousness of his surroundings and actions.
To this characteristic of the species has been attributed the "oiling" of a small 
electric fan in one of the horticultural laboratories with glue, resulting in consid
erable resistance developing in the fan necessitating the expert assistance of a 
professional electrician. Upon inquiry as to just why/would be lubricating an 
electric fan these brisk February days, it was explained that the feverish activities 
of those occupying the laboratory made it necessary to operate a fan. Also, the 
steam pipes which heat this laboratory (which shall go unnamed, but which is located 
in the basement of the Biology Building) are located overhead, and one of the func
tions of the fan was to drive the heat down into the room. Farther inquiry failed 
to reveal which one of two possible professors glued the fan, but we have our 
suspici ons.


